
SmartDrive MX2+
Independence rediscovered



Power every adventure PushTracker 
SmartDrive’s intuitive controls add a power assist for a variety of 
manual wheelchair scenarios like cruising up hills or over thick carpets. 
Its lightweight design attaches quickly and its unique omni-wheel design 
moves with you as you pivot, turn, wheelie and navigate curbs in style.

Use the PushTracker band and Smartphone app to effortlessly control your SmartDrive and track 
your daily activity. By tracking your push count, coast time and daily distances, the PushTracker 
app can help you monitor your efficiency, give you a more complete picture of your activity, and 
make individualised adjustments. 

Compatible with iOS 10.0 / Android 5.0 and newer.

*Extensive battery life for all 
day usage on a single charge
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Product Dimensions Length:
Width:
Height:

15.3 “ (38.9 cm)
5.7 “ (14.1 cm)
9.5 “ (24.2 cm)

Product Weight 5.7 kg  Drive Unit

User Weight 14 to 150 kg

Driving Range* 19.8 km Level/No Resistance

Motor Power 250 W Brushless DC

Maximum Speed 8.8 km/h

Operating Temp -25°C to 50°C

Chair Type Compatibility Rigid, Folding, Tilt-In Space, 
One-Arm Drive and Standing

Drive Wheel Diameter 22, 24, 25, 26 “ (50, 54, 56, 59 cm)

Warranty 2-Year Limited Warranty

Bluetooth® LE FCC ID
IC ID

 QOQBT113
 5123A-BGTBLE113

*Performance measurements will vary based on user and chair 
characteristics, driving and battery conditions.

The SmartDrive has been tested and conforms to all applicable 
requirements of ANSI/RESNA Standards for Wheelchairs - Volume 1 and 
Volume 2 and EN 12184.

**A wheelchair’s specifications provided by its manufacturer may be 
slightly affected by the addition of the SmartDrive.**
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Easy on, easy off

The SmartDrive is lightweight and easy to install on virtually any 
make and model of manual wheelchair including folding, tilt-in 
space, one-arm drive and standing. At only 5.7 kg, the MX2+ is 
easily attached or removed from the back of your chair, making 
it the perfect on-demand addition to your mobility.

Please refer to your owner’s manual for more detailed operation 
and care instructions.

Spring loaded flanges for quick 
attachment on folding chairs.


